TOTAL CHA Hospital Deaths with a Most Responsible Diagnosis of Cancer, and Deaths at the Cross Cancer Institute**

NOTE: ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes used to determine cancer are 140.* to 206.* and 230.* to 234.* (malignant neoplasms)

ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes used to determine palliative care, chemotherapy or radiotherapy are V68.0, V88.1 and V58.89 (to 97/03/31) and V66.7 (from 97/04/01)

with a secondary diagnosis of 140.* to 206.* and 230.* to 234.*, or V10.* to V10.9.*

The numbers provided in the tables are provisional as some cases (or deaths) may be registered in subsequent years.

Methods of coding of cancers on the Alberta Cancer Registry have varied through the years; therefore, caution should be exercised when comparing this data to that of previous years

**Source: Evaluation, Information and Research, for CHA data-July 2000
Cross Cancer Institute data-May 2000

Appendix 2
Average Length of Stay - CHA Hospital and Health Centres and Cross Cancer Institute (CCI)
Deceased Patients with a Most Responsible Diagnosis of Cancer**

NOTE: ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes used to determine cancer are 140.* to 208.* and 230.* to 234.* (malignant neoplasms)
ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes used to determine palliative care, chemotherapy or radiotherapy are V68.0, V68.1 and V68.89 (to 97/03/31) and V66.7 (from 97/04/01)
with a secondary diagnosis of 140.* to 208.* and 230.* to 234.*, or V10.* to V10.9*
The numbers provided in the tables are provisional as some cases (or deaths) may be registered in subsequent years.
Methods of coding of cancers on the Alberta Cancer Registry have varied through the years; therefore, caution should be exercised when comparing this data to that of previous years.

**Source: Evaluation, Information and Research, for CHA data-July 2000
Cross Cancer Institute data-May 2000

Appendix 3
Total Days in Hospital- CHA Hospital and Health Centres and Cross Cancer Institute (CCI)
Deceased Patients with a Most Responsible Diagnosis of Cancer**

NOTE: ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes used to determine cancer are 140.* to 208.* and 230.* to 234.* (malignant neoplasms).
ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes used to determine palliative care, chemotherapy or radiotherapy are V58.0, V58.1 and V58.89 (to 97/03/31) and V66.7 (from 97/04/01)
with a secondary diagnosis of 140.* to 208.* and 230.* to 234.*, or V10.* to V10.9*.
The numbers provided in the tables are provisional as some cases (or deaths) may be registered in subsequent years.
Methods of coding of cancers on the Alberta Cancer Registry have varied through the years; therefore, caution should be exercised when comparing this data to that of previous years.

**Source: Evaluation, Information and Research, for CHA data-July 2000
Cross Cancer Institute data-May 2000